Patio Furniture Rehab
Measuring instructions for ordering new slings at PatioFurnitureRehab.com
First of all, to get a proper
measurement, you want to
be sure all bolts are completely screwed in on the
rails holding the old sling
in place. Using a cloth
measuring tape, be careful
to measure to the nearest
1/8" as mentioned in the
pictures here. If it measures between an 8th inch
point always go up for the
final measurement. As you
choose the sling types in
our store you will have
drop boxes available for
each dimension needed.

Please measure all slings carefully twice before ordering
NOTE: We do not use the "imagine an invisible line" approach here. Measurements with lines you can actually see are used for our method.

Note: You start and end this measurement on the rail where the fabric fits in and do not include the
end caps in the length. In some cases your old sling may have pulled away from the ends of the rail
slots so if you wish to have the sling fit up to the ends of the slots, measure the entire rail where the
sling will fit in.
After choosing your fabric from the standard or specialty fabrics, submit the Fabric Choice, Spline
Choice (if needed), Back Width, Bottom Width, and the Length(s) by clicking on these in the drop
boxes you will find when setting up your purchase for slings in our online store.

Chaise, 2-piece chair, and ottoman slings are measured similarly, please email for specifics if you
have questions. When you add to cart any type of sling (chair, chaise, recliner chair, ottoman) in our
online store you will find the appropriate drop boxes for each sling measurement. When ordering for
a loveseat or 2-seat glider you must order two sling chairs and check the drop box indicating a loveseat.
Note for 2-pc chaise: Be sure to confirm that your chaise width measurements are parallel (no more
than 1/8" difference) all the way along the seat and then also the back. You will have one back width
and one seat width drop box each for these orders. If your chaise seat or back happens to be angled
out on one end we may need more information from you than you can supply in the drop boxes.

